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The AI Web Agency Introduces Cutting-Edge AI-Powered
Video Technology to Revolutionize Business Video Ads
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The AI Web Agency, a leading provider of cutting-edge digital marketing solutions, is proud
to introduce its revolutionary AI-powered video Technology as part of a new agency service
for businesses to engage and convert high-intent potential clients at a fraction of the cost of
traditional advertising.

The AI Web Agency’s new service utilizes AI technology to enhance and help produce 60-
second professional videos with relevant keywords, phrases, focus words with geotargeting
that are optimized for search engine ranking.   The new done-for-your service includes
production and syndication to post and promote videos that attract interested potential clients
for businesses.  Unlike traditional advertising, these video ads feature highly targeted ranking
in geographic and specific niche audiences that bring engaged traffic for a fraction of the cost
of traditional advertising.

Additionally, through the power of AI technology, the service offers the ability for business
owners, or spokespersons to clone their voice to carry the brand voice while increasing
engagement and continuity for the best possible customer experience. This voice-cloning
technology offers increased branding for the business that are looking for cost and time-
efficient ways to produce engaging content.
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“Our new AI-powered video technology is crafted with an intent to deliver highly engaging,
high-ranking, and conversion-optimized video content that aligns seamlessly with a brand’s
voice and message,” said Adam Wills, CEO and Founder at the AI Web Agency.

The AI-Powered technology goes a step further by ensuring that videos are optimized with
keywords, phrases, and offerings pertinent to each business, driving relevant viewers and
potential clients to the content. By embedding SEO optimization within the video and its
transcript, businesses can anticipate attracting high-converting traffic, exponentially more
valuable per view or click compared to traditional advertising methodologies.

Built on years of research, the system has been designed and tested to boost conversions,
ensuring that businesses aren’t just seen, but also heard and remembered by their
audiences.

In celebration of the launch, The AI Web Agency is presenting an exclusive, limited-time
offer: a complimentary professional 60-second video ad package, typically valued at $799.

To learn more about how AI-Powered Video Advertising can revolutionize your online
presence, visit our website at https://WebAgency.AI/video-offer

About The AI Web Agency

The AI Web Agency is a leading digital marketing agency, specializing in cutting-edge
techniques and strategies that leverage the power of artificial intelligence to help businesses
thrive in the digital landscape. With a focus on lead generation service and Search Box
Optimization, they help businesses dominate search engine results pages and connect with
high-intent clients. Their team of experts is dedicated to driving success and achieving
exceptional results for their clients. Learn more at https://WebAgency.AI.
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